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Hard target espionage in the information era: new challenges for the second oldest profession

Kyle S. Cunliffe

ABSTRACT
Reliable and well positioned human sources are essential for the US and its allies in an era of declining relations and rising tensions with China and Russia. The recruitment and handling of spies is essential if the US and its allies are to cool relations carefully, enact sound policy and curb the relentless intelligence operations of their adversaries. However, despite the superficially more open borders of China and Russia, technological advances have made the threat of street surveillance to the recruitment and handling of agents today as acute as it was in Cold War “denied area” states. This paper assesses the degree of street surveillance in contemporary Russia and China – including the impact of biometrics and online data history on the defensibility of cover and the severity of advanced CCTV networks – and the solutions intelligence agencies might adopt to address these problems. Despite the possibilities cyberspace offers espionage – for instance, by reducing the need for face to face meetings between intelligence officers and agents – the paper establishes the limitations of technological answers and argues that Western intelligence officers are entering a new era of Moscow and Beijing Rules in which they are more essential than ever and yet need to operate with absolute caution.

Introduction
In 2018, the Trump administration declared Russia and China to be the main security concerns of the United States, not terrorism.¹ This move was hardly unanticipated. As former Defence Secretary James Mattis claimed, declining relations and rising tensions with these ‘revisionist powers’ have increasingly challenged US hegemony.² But as military and intelligence resources are steered accordingly towards Beijing and Moscow, Humint, meaning in this case espionage – the recruitment and handling of spies – must play a primary role. The most important secrets, including the aims and intentions of President Xi and President Putin, are likely contained either in the minds of a select few or in heavily guarded vaults.³ Simply put, if the US and its allies are going to cool relations, enact sound policy, and curb the relentless intelligence operations of their adversaries, they are going to need reliable and well positioned human sources.

Yet in order to recruit and handle these human sources (better known as agents or spies), today’s intelligence officers must compete with the rising threat of street surveillance, a threat that has parallels with the Cold War. Street surveillance, meaning the physical observation of intelligence officers, is the Achilles Heel of espionage, allowing contacts, movements, and tradecraft to be mapped out.⁴ To avoid their watchers, intelligence officers run countersurveillance techniques, which in turn pushes up the amount of resources that counterintelligence must invest to keep a single person under observation.⁵ Rampant street surveillance was a hallmark of the Cold War’s ‘denied area’ states: restricted borders limited the intake of potentially suspicious foreigners into the...
Soviet Union, while massive KGB resources put the few who arrived under intensive observation. Everyone from students to tourists were watched to some degree, and those most likely to be intelligence officers – especially diplomats – were barely able to escape the KGB’s pervasive glare. Surveillance was so endemic, that the West developed a series of guidelines, known as Moscow Rules, to help intelligence officers navigate Soviet turf – most notably rule 1 ‘Murphy is right’, which might have been better expressed as assume nothing but the worst. But at their heart, Moscow Rules reflect a period of intense struggle, where every agent was hard won.

The laxing of Russian and Chinese borders in the post-Cold War world brought about greater opportunities for Western intelligence officers. Tourists and businessmen could travel to their major cities with relative ease, with a larger footprint of international travellers putting new strains on surveillance while offering more wiggle room for foreign operatives. However, today the advantages offered by these more open societies must be weighed against emerging technological threats. In recent years, technological developments have created new challenges to intelligence officers’ cover (the fake identities they use to enter and socialise in foreign environments), potentially allowing surveillance to function with unprecedented speed and efficiency. As argued by the former head of SIS, Alex Younger, today’s intelligence officers face an ‘existential threat’ brought about by the information age. These technological challenges have already been documented to some extent by scholars and former practitioners, including former CIA case officer David Gioe and former deputy head of SIS, Nigel Inkster, but have not received sustained examination in the context of specific hard targets. This paper thus attempts to examine the state of street surveillance in contemporary Russia and China, alongside the solutions that intelligence agencies might adopt to address the problems it presents. It aims to show that the West faces a new and fraught era of Moscow/Beijing Rules with no easy resolution and dire implications for the value of espionage.

Russia and the FSB

The Russian government’s willingness to invest vast resources in surveillance is increasingly apparent. In the Cold War, closed borders ensured that only a handful of intelligence officers could travel into Moscow, most of whom were based in embassies under diplomatic cover and subjected to round-the-clock surveillance. The collapse of the Soviet Union brought new problems for Russian counterintelligence, as internal chaos, burgeoning organized crime, growing numbers of foreign intelligence officers, war in Chechnya, and low wages, stretched its new domestic security agency, the FSB, to the utmost. However, with the aid of president Vladimir Putin, who regards the FSB ‘as among his closest allies and most powerful instruments’, the security service’s powers have steadily increased. And whereas the worst impulses of the KGB were reined in by party control, its successor is a far more autonomous beast, more loyal to Putin than to the state.

Since his tenure in the late 1990s as director of the FSB, Putin has increasingly called for greater effort in tackling foreign espionage. Declining relations with the West have seen these fears escalate, with foreign spying rising to the state’s top security priority. In 2017, Putin declared that Russia faces ‘greater demands’ from foreign threats, particularly with regard to ‘confidential information concerning our military-technical capability’, and boasted about putting ‘a stop to the work of 52 foreign intelligence officers and 286 agents’ in the previous year. To an extent, this rhetoric can be tied to rising political and social activism, since by labelling protestors as ‘paid agents of the West’, Putin ‘has the justification he needs to enact strict domestic security policies aimed at preventing the subversion of his administration and to eliminate his opponents’. But regardless of whether the Kremlin truly perceives foreign intelligence as underpinning domestic opposition, the threat of foreign espionage and the surveillance of foreign operatives is central to Russian security. This is underscored by the sheer size of the FSB, which in 2013 boasted of manpower between 200,000 and 300,000 strong, a number which has since risen to almost 400,000 – a stark contrast to the meagre 13,000 in Russia’s foreign intelligence service (SVR).
Given these numbers, anyone suspected of being an intelligence officer in Russia must expect unrelenting scrutiny. According to Michael McFaul, who served as the US ambassador to Russia until 2014, ‘[the] counterintelligence operation that [Moscow] runs against the U.S. Embassy measures in the thousands … It always felt, especially sitting in Moscow, of course, that we were in a counterintelligence and collection battle that was an asymmetric fight’. The scale of this surveillance is matched by its intensity, with intelligence officers experiencing increasing levels of aggression by FSB watchers. According to media reports, McFaul was ‘hounded by government-paid protesters, and intelligence personnel followed his children to school’, while in Obama’s first term Russian ‘intelligence personnel broke into the house of the U.S. defense attaché and killed his dog’. Such unpleasant incidents only worsened in the aftermath of Russia’s incursions into the Ukraine and Crimea. As detailed in a report by Estonia’s Teabeamet intelligence agency, the tactics used by Russian security services against foreign officials have escalated in danger, recklessness and audaciousness, including burglaries, intimidation, harassment, defamation, physical assault, and even drink spiking.

In some cases, this behaviour has forced intelligence officers to evacuate Moscow, as exemplified in 2016 when one US diplomat (confirmed to be a CIA officer) was violently tackled to the ground by a uniformed FSB guard as he returned to the embassy. The attack was allegedly provoked when the CIA officer successfully lost his tail, infuriating the FSB who responded by inflicting injuries severe enough to merit an immediate medical flight out of Moscow. Previously, aggressive harassment of this nature was mostly reserved for intelligence officers who contentiously provoked their watchers, but evidently this unwritten rule of espionage is being ignored. In 2016, these tactics led the then serving director of the CIA, John Brennan, to raise the issue with his FSB counterpart, Alexander Bortnikov: ‘I first told Mr Bortnikov, as I had several times previously that the continued mistreatment and harassment of U.S. diplomats in Moscow was irresponsible, reckless, intolerable and needed to stop’. Despite this effort, within a year US diplomats and their families were reporting further acts of intimidation and harassment by Russian security services throughout Moscow and Europe.

Moreover, any hope of trying to meet sources and agents in less hostile environments has been curtailed by travel restrictions. As argued by the Moscow Times (one of the few Russian media outlets not controlled by the state), ‘[an] important part of the Kremlin’s new course of self-imposed isolation is the rapid growth in the number of citizens who, for various reasons, are banned from leaving the country’, particularly those employees ‘in the country’s bloated security apparatus’. The FSB’s staff were one of the first to be restricted after one officer, Aleksandr Poteyev, defected to the US in 2010, revealing the names of the Russian illegals arrested that same year. However, since the Ukraine conflict the outreach of travel bans has vastly expanded, including over 4 million Russian personnel in government, military, and security sectors. The Ministry of Defence alone accounts for two million employees who now cannot travel to a list of around 150 countries without permission. This list also extends to top-ranking officials: ‘Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, Federal Drug Control Service chief Viktor Ivanov, Federal Security Service head Alexander Bortnikov and others are, like the lower-ranking members of their agencies, affected by the ban and cannot visit the West’. Simply put, if intelligence offers are to meet sources with credible access to classified information, they will likely have to do so in Moscow, against the full force of Russian counterintelligence.

China and the Ministry of State Security

The state of affairs in China has drawn considerably less media attention, but it is clear that Beijing also puts surveillance at the forefront of its security. Traditionally, counterintelligence fell under the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), but following the economic reforms of Den Xiaoping in 1979, many of the MPS’s powers were absorbed by the Ministry of State Security (MSS), established in 1983. With the separation, MSS not only took the lead on foreign intelligence gathering (which it also absorbed from the Investigation Department), it also took the helm of counterintelligence missions including street surveillance and technical eavesdropping. The MPS is still responsible for policing
and public order, but the MSS absorbed all offensive and defensive aspects of intelligence under one roof. In recent years, owing in part to China’s large and growing international community, the budgets of MPS and MSS have grown considerably.\textsuperscript{31} By 2010, China’s internal security budget already outstripped its immense military modernization budget by several billion, rising to 111 USD billion in 2012.\textsuperscript{32} While the portion of that funding spent on counterintelligence is unclear, it emphasizes China’s voracious appetite for security.

Even by the end of the Cold War, concerns about foreign espionage were high on the agenda. According to one leaked MSS document from the 1990’s, China perceived foreign diplomats as ‘open spies’, and placed numerous international journalists and business travellers under surveillance.\textsuperscript{33} By the 1990s, Chinese policymakers exhibited ‘what might be described in Western terms as a paranoid fear of foreign influence’, and that fear has not abated amongst Chinese policymakers.\textsuperscript{34} In 2011, Major General Jin Yinan, speaking at what he wrongly believed to be a private conference, discussed several cases in which officials were found to be spying for foreign powers. One such case included Kang Rixin, a member of the CCP’s Central Committee, and head of China’s National Nuclear Corporation. Kang was publicly jailed for bribe-taking, but, in fact, was imprisoned for life after spying for an undisclosed foreign intelligence agency. Knowing that spies such as Kang were active in the CCP’s highest ranks made policymakers ‘extremely nervous’, but those fears were put on a legal footing in 2014, when Beijing replaced its 1993 National Security Law with a new Counterespionage Law, which grants greater powers for acting against foreign intelligence officers and ‘Chinese collaborators’.\textsuperscript{35}

As analyst Scot Tanner told The New York Times, the law ‘sends a message that the party is concerned about – and may intend to more closely monitor – the relationships between many of its citizens and the international community with which China is increasingly intertwined’.\textsuperscript{36} Since 2014, street surveillance against intelligence officers and diplomats in Beijing has grown in intensity and aggression. As one American official noted, Chinese surveillance teams ‘were as fundamentally aggressive in their activity [as the Russians] … They always knew what we were doing and where we were’.\textsuperscript{37} Although the official described Chinese surveillance as more ‘subtle’ than their Russian counterparts, some incidents show a more dangerous trend. US officials told Newsweek that entrapment, through the rampant deployment of prostitutes, is a common tool of Chinese security services, which became a critical issue during the 2008 construction of the US embassy in Beijing: ‘[we] were constantly having to send people home for fraternization … That was a very big problem, keeping construction crews on site, because the Chinese clearly were trying to target them, but we kept a pretty careful handle on all of that’.\textsuperscript{38} US diplomats in China have reported constant and intense surveillance, alongside more intimidating tactics such as their apartments being broken into and ‘tossed’ (overtly searched). In 2016, an official from the US consulate in Chengdu was kidnapped, interrogated, and forced to confess to acts of treachery by plain-clothes security officers. The American, who was suspected of being a CIA officer, was eventually released and evacuated from the country, but the case is considered an ‘extreme illustration’ of the state of surveillance in Beijing.

Moreover, akin to Russia, travel restrictions ensure that if intelligence officers want to meet highly valued Chinese sources they will probably have to do so in hostile conditions. Currently, both serving and ex-Politburo members are not allowed to travel abroad without permission, including China’s former presidents. As argued by specialist on Chinese leadership, Bo Zhiyue, ‘[these] people have a lot of secrets … if there is a way to block that person [from leaving], they will do so’.\textsuperscript{39} Consequently, like their colleagues in Moscow Station, foreign intelligence officers in China will need to pursue most of their quarry in Beijing, where they are far more vulnerable to the MSS’s increasingly intensive and aggressive surveillance resources.

**Biometric checkpoints & secondary screening**

The street surveillance threats developing in Russia and China are only becoming more acute as a result of rapid advances in technology. Traditionally, street surveillance has been hampered by the
manpower required to keep just one person under observation. Even narrowing down the list of potential suspects was a difficult process. It was usually easier in the case of diplomatic travellers but harder for those under nonofficial cover (such as businessmen who were not contained inside a single embassy). But emerging and proliferating technologies, most notably biometrics, are streamlining the entire surveillance process.

From the moment an undercover traveller arrives in a Moscow or Beijing airport, they face biometric checkpoints. Fingerprint, iris, and facial scanners inside airports essentially tie a person’s biological attributes to a specific identity, which is naturally problematic for intelligence officers under cover profiles. As one US intelligence officer notes ‘it’s a one-time thing – one and done. The biometric data on your passport, and maybe your iris, too, has been linked forever to whatever name was on your passport the first time.’ Although practitioners have warned for some time about the risks of biometrics, in many cases these threats are overblown. Leaked documents by the CIA, for example, pertaining to the EU’s Schengen area, note that European countries use biometrics primarily for immigration and law enforcement purposes, not counterintelligence, and that CIA officers rarely fit the targeted profile – in other words, the EU’s systems pose ‘minimal identity threat’ to its operatives. However, hard targets who prioritize counterintelligence are likely to use biometric systems to their advantage and it is perhaps unsurprising that Russia and China are voracious adopters. In 2017, China began a nationwide programme to fingerprint all foreign travellers entering the country. While, in 2014 Russia adopted Executive Order 735, requiring collection of biometric data (fingerprints) of ‘all foreign nationals and stateless persons for each of their applications for Russian visa’, although the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was sure to insist that its actions followed global norms.

This is true to an extent. In keeping with international norms, Russia and China do not collect biometrics when issuing diplomatic visas. However, any diplomat pulled aside for airport ‘secondary screening’ – a process of additional scrutiny by security officers for select travellers – may have their biometrics tested. As described by leaked CIA documents released by Wikileaks, ‘the resulting secondary screening can involve in-depth and lengthy questioning, intrusive searches of personal belongings, cross-checks against external databases, and collection of biometrics – all of which focus significant scrutiny on an operational traveler’. Undercover travellers can be pulled for screening if they appear on watchlists of suspected intelligence officers, but other causes include random selection, errors or inconsistencies in travel documentation, suspicious behaviour, nationality, travel pattern, person-of-interest watchlists, or as an excuse for airport officials to elicit bribes. In short, there are multiple reasons why operatives might be led to secondary screening. Indeed, one CIA officer was even screened, they suspect, for wearing ‘overly casual dress inconsistent with being a diplomatic-passport holder.

If pulled into secondary screening, the undercover traveller then faces the problem of life history data. Simply put, today’s business or diplomatic professionals are expected to exist in cyberspace, and security officers armed with laptops can check social and professional networks for these online trappings. If this information is missing, or so limited as to appear manufactured, then the intelligence officer will likely fall under immediate suspicion. Although security officers can only examine this data if they have access to it, some countries get round this problem, including the US and Russia, by requiring certain visa travellers to surrender social media history in advance – five years’ worth in the US case. Security officials may also force visitors to reveal their accounts on the spot, or even tamper with phones and laptops to access personal data. China, as a case in point, has an established reputation for tampering with visitors’ devices at the border – even planting malware on specific machines to monitor them afterwards.

Social media also presents a problem through rapid advances in facial recognition. If an operative based in the Middle East builds a Facebook cover profile, Facebook’s automated facial recognition software might identify his photos and send ‘tagging’ requests to friends and family, drawing a link between his fabricated and real identities. What’s more, as artificial intelligence and machine learning evolve, so too do the risks. A long-forgotten graduation photograph posted on
a classmate’s blog, could be enough to unravel the deepest of cover – and all the CI officer needs to do is upload a photograph to an app. One such facial recognition tool is Russia’s FindFace, which matches social media photos with around seventy percent reliability. The tool’s developers tellingly stated that ‘if the FSB were to get in touch, of course we’d listen to any offers they had.’

Further scrutiny through stolen data

Some data, however, is stored in databases held by commercial and government organisations, rather than on personal devices. This information is harder to access, but is not beyond the capabilities of Russian and Chinese counterintelligence. This was made clearly apparent through China’s 2016 hack of the Office of Personnel Management, which included, among sensitive vetting forms, approximately 1.1 million US federal employees fingerprints. As one former NSA officer noted, ‘[it’s] perhaps the biggest counterintelligence threat in my lifetime … There’s no situation we’ve had like this before, the compromise of our fingerprints. And it doesn’t have any easy remedy or fix in the world of intelligence.’ Fingerprints are used by the federal government for a variety of purposes, including accessing sensitive systems, but that data is now in the hands of Chinese counterintelligence. Fortunately, CIA officers were not included in the breach as Langley holds its own records, but the theft could still leave contractors and federal employees exposed, people who may now be unable to pursue a career within the agency or engage with roles requiring defensible cover in China. Moreover, the absence of the CIA records could still create complications, as Corera explains: ‘a smart intelligence service could simply correlate who at an embassy was on the OPM database and, by process of elimination, work out that anyone not on the database was an undercover intelligence officer.’

Yet the OPM hack underscores a larger threat, with US experts concerned that Chinese security services are building a vast database of Americans, using information stolen through hacking. These suspicions have been fed by anonymous CCP sources of the Epoch Times, which claimed that Chinese security services and technology companies are collating an enormous database of foreigners using data collected from covert activities. Similar sentiments were expressed by US counterintelligence officials interviewed by the Los Angeles Times, who claimed that '[foreign] spy services, especially in China and Russia, are aggressively aggregating and cross-indexing hacked U.S. computer databases – including security clearance applications, airline records and medical insurance forms’. The article, supplemented by extensive interviews, asserted that vast amounts of stolen and legally acquired information, including travel records, financial details, medical history, social media accounts, and other forms of personal data, were being converted into actionable counterintelligence datasets for identifying undercover travellers. For example, former NSA officer David Aitel told Business Insider how the flight patterns stolen in the United Airlines hack could be compared against other stolen databases, including OPM, to identify operatives who travelled to and from CIA headquarters in Langley. Thus, even if the undercover traveller carries a convincing biometric and cyber profile, their cover can still be unravelled in secondary screening by data that is far beyond their own control.

Escaping the streets and CCTV

Of course suspicious biometric and data history does not immediately infer guilt. Biometric systems, as a case in point, have a small chance of false positives and false negatives, while it is hard to justify cancelling a person’s visa on the grounds that they only have a six month old LinkedIn account. Instead, it is far more likely that an undercover traveller will be allowed to pass through an airport, but marked as a person-of-interest and a target for further surveillance. Once in the operational theatre, today’s operatives need to compete with more than just their physical tails – they will also need to compete with blanket CCTV coverage. Even basic CCTV has caused severe problems for undercover travellers, as epitomized by the Israeli assassination team responsible for the death of
Mahmoud Al-Mabhouh, a team whose movements and elaborate disguises were rapidly unravelled by CCTV cameras spread throughout Dubai’s luxury hotels.\textsuperscript{53} Perhaps unsurprisingly, China, with its vast populace, has a voracious appetite for CCTV, operating around 170 million cameras in 2017 alone, a figure that was set to have risen to 400 million by 2020.\textsuperscript{64} It also claims to have achieved one-hundred prevent coverage of Beijing, while some regions use networks of cameras dissected into interconnected grids.\textsuperscript{65} As China expert Ai Xiaoming notes, the system ‘has been developed with the aim of tightening control, including of people who are critical of the government’, with each grid coordinating with security services, party officials, and government entities to keep key targets under watch.\textsuperscript{66}

China is also rolling out a more advanced network of CCTV combined with facial recognition software to identify targets automatically. As disclosed in a BBC News report on 10 December 2017, the system was first trialled in the city of Guiyang, where all residents are digitally catalogued with their images fed into a central police hub directly connected to the city’s CCTV.\textsuperscript{67} This complex system includes the prolific application of cameras equipped with artificial intelligence software, which is able to match individual faces in a crowd, as well as ‘estimate age, ethnicity and gender’. As one of the technology’s architects explained: ‘[we] can match every face with an ID card and trace all your movements back one week in time. We can match your face with your car … match you with your relatives and the people you’re in touch with. With enough cameras, we can know who you frequently meet.’ The state takes this technology extremely seriously. Beijing is experimenting with multiple facial recognition networks of its own, while China’s police are allegedly set to invest 30 USD billion in similar technologies on a national level.\textsuperscript{58}

Similarly, by 2017 Moscow already boasted around 146 thousand surveillance cameras.\textsuperscript{69} And according to investigative researchers, Soldatov and Borogan, the Russian authorities are trialling an advanced CCTV network of their own, using ‘multibiometric systems for identifying individuals in real time’.\textsuperscript{70} This technology means the camera can ‘pick out your face in a crowd, compare it with a database and determine whether you are a criminal, or even establish your identity’.\textsuperscript{71} One trial in Moscow’s metro stations, being carried out under the auspices of the FSB, compares captured photographs against Interior Ministry databases, allegedly scanning 10 million images in seven seconds, and, according to its founder, can ‘pinpoint a person’s whereabouts at a given moment with an accuracy of up to 96%’.\textsuperscript{72} Variations of this system are expected to be rolled out throughout Moscow’s city streets, squares, airports, railway stations, and public transport, feeding a steady stream of data directly to operators who can double check their images for an exact match.\textsuperscript{73} As of 2020, this approach seems to have been embraced, with the authorities planning to expand cameras throughout trams, underground railways, and outside apartment buildings and public spaces in various cities, including in the capital.\textsuperscript{74}

**Coming to terms with the new reality**

Cumulatively, these emerging and proliferating technologies call into question the long-term defensibility of cover aliases, increasing the odds of undercover travellers being identified and subjected to intensive street surveillance. So far, proposed solutions are limited. One option, for example, is that operatives could circumvent biometric checkpoints and secondary screening by avoiding major airports. However, if an intelligence officer is to maintain their cover profile, they will probably have to reside in upscale hotels, in keeping with the standards of diplomatic and business travellers – yet those hotels are likely to check customer passports against immigration databases, meaning inconsistencies can still be flagged.\textsuperscript{75} Another possibility, as Stein argues, is to manipulate foreign databases with human agents or hacking, to ‘change data on demand’.\textsuperscript{76} According to Bellingcat, Russia’s FSB pursued a similar strategy in 2015, pressuring a source dubbed ‘Vadim’ to manipulate UK visa systems.\textsuperscript{77} The source, who worked for a company which offers IT services to the British consulate in Russia, claims to have been forced to create a backdoor into the visa network.\textsuperscript{78} The Foreign Office denies claims that this is how the GRU operatives who poisoned the Skripals in
2018 gained visas to the UK, but it nonetheless reveals Russian interest in manipulating the immigration process. This kind of manipulation is of just as much interest to Western intelligence officers, as one former CIA officer told Wired:

[just] before I left, they were gearing up to make a request for CIA to recruit foreigners with access to immigration databases … I’m sure that several people made careers out of just this kind of operation, much as some officers did when the NSA suddenly lost millions of access points to intelligence when the world switched from microwave towers to fiber optic lines – whole departments were formed to recruit telephone company assets in foreign countries.79

As an alternative to hacking databases, Streeter proposes injecting malware into foreign biometric systems, temporarily forcing counterintelligence to return to more primitive methods, a tactic that could be used the moment operatives arrive in a country: ‘[this] would be simple, clean, and as many authors testify, devastatingly effective’.80 But even assuming these highly protected systems could be breached, there may be no way to know whether the event succeeded, posing serious risks, since if the operation failed the consequences could be disastrous.81 Moreover, to reiterate the point, solving one problem, such as biometrics, does not solve the myriad of other problems; successfully passing through a biometric checkpoint is only one hurdle for today’s operative.

Others have suggested reforms to cover itself. Lord, for example, argues that the intelligence community ‘must overhaul the process by which it creates cover identities. Digital profiles must be manufactured in such a way that they blend better with those of real identities’.82 Former Mossad operative Michael Ross, on the other hand, advocates using only one alias per country, ‘[one] way biometrics can be overcome: don’t go against the tide, swim with it … [so] long as countries are not sharing biometric information, one identity per country is one interim solution.’83 This approach is problematic, because the sharing of biometric information means that intelligence officers may need to use a single identity in a ‘group of countries’ – a group that only expands as more countries share biometric data.84 In a similar vein, Tucker suggests that intelligence officers might use their ‘true name’, a point reinforced by Inkster, ‘[the] days in which intelligence officers could plausibly adopt different identities and personas are pretty much coming to an end’.85 Using one’s true name, however, means that once a person’s intelligence affiliation is exposed (if an operation goes awry), then the operative is permanently blown. Furthermore, a ‘true name’ brings a lifetime’s worth of digital history, providing more clues as to the operative’s background. Realistically, as one senior official acknowledges, Langley has to accept that its operatives will ‘come in with digital dust and a digital background . . . There are very few Ted Kaczynskis living in a cabin up in the woods totally disconnected’.86 In other words, there is no single solution. Intelligence officers must assume the worst, and operate under the assumption that whether through biometrics or life history data, their identity is known to counterintelligence.

**Cyberspace as a ‘golden opportunity’?**

It bears emphasising that the decline of defensible cover affects more than just undercover intelligence officers – for example, US officials are highly concerned that scientists and engineers who offer technical assistance in the field (and also rely on cover) might be identified and blackmailed.87 But the clearest threat of all is that counterintelligence can identify undercover operatives with speed and precision, and tail them until they meet their sources and agents. Intelligence officers must thus operate under the assumption that they are being watched, turning to alternative tradecraft to reduce their dependency on increasingly dangerous personal meetings. Herein, cyberspace is increasingly heralded as a convenient solution to intelligence officers’ woes, by opening new, potentially safer, ways to recruit and handle spies. This was demonstrated in 2015, when John Brennan announced sweeping reforms to the CIA, including the agency’s first new directorate in fifty years, the Directorate of Digital Innovation (DDI).88
The DDI holds a broad range of missions, including developing cutting edge analytical software for making sense of vast OSINT datasets and improving Langley’s outdated legacy systems. But despite these supporting functions, the DDI’s focus is very much centred on counterbalancing the challenges to intelligence officers’ cover, by understanding the threats and opportunities that technology brings. As Brennan explained in a 2016 interview with the Aspens Institute, ‘for too long the intelligence community was pushing off technology and saying no, we need to stay clear of it’, and as such, the DDI will now consider more carefully ‘what are the risks, what are the threats, what are the challenges, but also what are the opportunities?’ That same year, British media reported that SIS was to receive a substantial budget increase, upping its personnel by approximately forty percent, in a move aimed at improving the agency’s technological aptitude. As explained by the Financial Times, UK intelligence officials believe that technological threats demand ‘more fulsome changes to the very nature of spycraft itself’. In a joint 2018 interview with his US and Australian counterparts, the then serving chief of SIS, Alex Younger, claimed that technology was ‘fundamentally’ changing the ‘operating environment’, adding ‘in five years’ time, there will be two sorts of intelligence services, those that understand this fact and have prospered, and those that don’t and haven’t. And I’m determined that Mi6 will be in the former category. However, he added that while espionage is increasingly threatened by technology, cyberspace also offers a ‘golden opportunity’:

… cyber is still another form of human interaction – it’s got human beings at the other end of it. But it represents a whole set of new disciplines. For us in the UK, it’s led to a significant … integration of the technical intelligence world, and the human intelligence world … the nexus of technology and human intelligence actually is a big part of our future. So I think this a fabulously important issue, and one, as I say, that will dictate our future success. This point was reinforced by Australia’s ASIS chief, Nick Warner, who added that intelligence agencies will either have to change how they do business, or ‘fail’. But while serving intelligence officers avoid specifying what these changes might look like, former practitioners envisage game changing benefits, potentially allowing spies to be recruited and handled with extraordinary speed and efficiency. They could, for instance, be spotted online with a cursory search of social media, assessed with information gathered through hacking, and handled through encrypted communication platforms.

The limits of cyberspace

Pinning the future of espionage on technology is cause for concern. The simple fact of the matter is that counterintelligence is adaptive, and historical precedent does not lean in espionage’s favour. In the Cold War, the CIA tried to best the KGB’s Moscow panopticon by investing millions of dollars in cutting-edge tradecraft, not dissimilar to the investment in cyberspace today. But while this led to some game-changing innovations, ultimately the KGB always maintained the upper hand – the CIA did not penetrate the upper echelons of the Kremlin, and as far as the literature indicates, it only managed to recruit and handle one noteworthy agent, named Adolf Tolkachev, entirely within the confines of Moscow. SIS fared little better. Although they handled their prized agent, Oleg Gordievsky, safely in Copenhagen, when he returned to Moscow they placed him ‘on ice’, avoiding unnecessary risks by avoiding communicating with him either interpersonally or impersonally. Consequently, despite innovation, these premier espionage agencies never substantially reduced their dependency on the handful of Soviets who travelled abroad or on those who volunteered their own services. Some might argue that cyberspace is different – that this time counterintelligence is outmatched by the benefits of technology, but the evidence does not seem to support this proposition. At a minimum, there’s the problem of the human dimension since espionage thrives and depends on human bonds. The former chief of the CIA’s gadget laboratory, Robert Wallace, writes that today’s intelligence officers may run virtual personal meetings with their agents through video-link communications. If secure, that would be an enormous advantage, reducing the need for high-risk meetings in Moscow or Beijing’s surveilled streets. Goe, however, who has case officer...
experience, argues that those important bonds cannot be easily replicated through virtual means, since even video communications limit non-verbal cues and lead to an experience that is altogether less rewarding, and generates less trust, than a personal meeting.\textsuperscript{101} It is worth noting that both Wallace and Goe cite the case of Robert Hanssen, who never met his Russian handlers face-to-face. Wallace sees Hanssen’s faceless tradecraft as something of a benchmark for modern espionage, but Goe notes that Hanssen was a professional intelligence officer who ‘could dictate the terms and his information was beyond reproach’.\textsuperscript{102} In other words, Hanssen was an exception, and most agents are still going to need to meet from time to time. And in the current climate, where the FSB seems more than willing to take extreme measures against perceived traitors – such as the attempted poisoning of Sergei Skripal – this need for interpersonal trust is all the more important.

While personal meetings will be necessary in most cases, dependency on face-to-face contact can still be reduced by sound tradecraft. For instance, rather than identifying targets through lengthy face-to-face rapport building, instead they might be spotted and assessed through information gathered on social networks like Facebook, or by hacking personal devices or larger databases.\textsuperscript{103} With enough data, advances in machine learning might automatically filter out the best candidates, rapidly speeding up the spotting and assessment process.\textsuperscript{104} But even more surgical approaches, aimed at specific targets, can be invaluable to recruitment. In a body of documents dubbed Vault 7, Wikileaks disclosed a whole suite of CIA hacking toolkits focused on hacking targets’ personal devices, including phones, laptops, and even smart televisions.\textsuperscript{105} And once a target is found, online communications could be used to lay the groundwork of a relationship. Edward Lucas makes the case that even online video games could be used to cultivate sources before an operative delivers a face-to-face pitch (e.g., ‘would you like to work for the CIA?’).\textsuperscript{106} In theory, these capabilities are a huge boon for recruiting agents, and resolve a lot of the intelligence community’s problems, but it stands to reason that hard target states, who prioritize security, will not allow such an obvious hole in their defences to exist with impunity.

Scholars need only look to draconian data laws being implemented in Russia and China to see a clamp down on the freedoms that cyberspace supposedly affords. These laws essentially force mainstream internet companies into a dilemma – either relocate their servers within Russian and Chinese borders, where their information can be accessed and regulated by state security services, or face nationwide blocking.\textsuperscript{107} Foreign intelligence officers operating in cyberspace are high on the security agenda – China has implemented a national propaganda campaign, including anti-spy cartoons tailored towards young audiences, which forewarn of the dangers of foreign operatives recruiting Chinese nationals.\textsuperscript{108} In addition, both states, who are concerned about rampant data leakage and foreign hacking, are taking measures to improve their cyber defences and better protect personal data.\textsuperscript{109} In practice, this means that recruiting and learning about spies online may be harder, or less secure, than is often supposed. In the Soviet Union, the expression ‘this is not a telephone call’ was well known, and expressed a universal fear that the state security services may be listening, but in this growing climate of cyber-surveillance those fears are just as entrenched today.\textsuperscript{110} Thus, those with access to classified information are likely to be less inclined to say or share anything sensitive by insecure means.

Cyberspace may be of greater aid to handling than to recruitment. For instance, advances in encryption, including anonymising tools such as The Onion Router (Tor) which grants access to the dark web, have been described as ‘nothing short of a tradecraft revolution’.\textsuperscript{111} Other practitioners have noted that the shift from paper-based to digital documents means that a single spy may be able to collect more secrets than ever before. They cite the case of Edward Snowden, who illegally copied thousands of classified documents from NSA systems in Hawaii, smuggling them out with a USB thumb drive.\textsuperscript{112} If handling were largely relegated to online means, and if agents could cement their trustworthiness by supplying thousands of digital secrets, reliance on face-to-face contact would arguably plummet – perhaps being reserved for giving agents a much needed boost of morale.

But again, there’s enormous room for doubt. Headlines from 2018 claim swathes of agents in China and Iran (and potentially Russia) were arrested and executed because of technical flaws in the CIA’s bespoke online covert communication system.\textsuperscript{113} The system, which allowed intelligence
officers to communicate with agents anywhere in the world, was allegedly foiled at the behest of an Iranian double agent and by simple Google key-word searches.\textsuperscript{114} And yet the fact that the system existed implies that commercial solutions were not deemed particularly secure, and even now a fix – which apparently has not been found – is expected to cost billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{115} Moreover, while Snowden did indeed cause enormous damage with his unchecked access to classified systems, his case may be better seen as an exception, not a rule. Snowden operated from a Hawaiian branch that was still in the process of updating its security measures, and NSA personnel insist that if he had worked in NSA headquarters at Fort Meade, he would have been caught before ever getting his data out of the building.\textsuperscript{116} In a paranoid hard-target state, it would be a mistake to assume that government workers have unchecked access to vast amounts of classified data. Indeed, Russia allegedly keeps some of its most important secrets on paper to curb any Snowden's of its own.\textsuperscript{117}

These factors, and more, bring into question whether cyberspace really is the ‘golden opportunity’ that espionage agencies require. But if intelligence agencies cannot resolve the street-surveillance problem with innovation, then their options are limited. They could return to traditional practices, which were generally painstakingly difficult to pull off securely, and required a great deal of planning and patience.\textsuperscript{118} It is perhaps indicative that due to the failings of CIA’s covert communication system mentioned above, operatives are reportedly returning to old-fashioned techniques, including burst radio communications and personal meetings. This, in spite of the fact that advocates of these antiquated techniques were, until recently, considered to be ‘troglodytes’ by their peers.\textsuperscript{119}

The alternative is for intelligence agencies to pursue their targets on safer soil, limiting the number of agents they can potentially recruit or handle. And, in the absence of perfect solutions, it might otherwise be simpler to adopt SIS’s approach with Gordievsky, keeping agents on ‘on ice’ whenever they are recalled home to Moscow or Beijing – a major problem if agents are recalled indefinitely.

Ultimately, espionage is changing, meaning operatives are going to have to adapt to this new reality. They must accept that the defensibility of cover is increasingly waning and that personal meetings in hard target states are unlikely to go unnoticed. And yet policymakers must understand that investment in technology cannot necessarily shift the favour towards their own intelligence agencies. Too much emphasis on the value of cyberspace can lead to unrealistic expectations and, as it stands, cyberspace brings more problems to the table than it seems to resolve. That said, it may be better to spend a great deal of money to secure a handful of opportunities, than to walk into an increasingly dangerous security climate without a fully supported espionage capability. If cyber-enabled tradecraft can provide a single opportunity to recruit a high valued agent – for example, by allowing operatives to notice when a particular Kremlin official is taking a vacation to a country where they may be safely met – then its value pays off. A single agent within the inner circle of President Putin or President Xi may be enough to justify the billions of dollars that Langley is presently spending to resolve its operational woes. Nonetheless, with no easy solutions in sight, intelligence officers are entering a new era of Moscow and Beijing Rules, and will need to operate with absolute caution in these major cities.
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